
Name: Dean/Jarrell Unit/Topic: Saxon/Spelling Week of:August 19 - 23
Lesson Plan

Monday Tuesday Wednesday Thursday Friday

TEKS/Standards: 2.2A 2.2A 2.2A 2.2A 2.2A

Objective(s)  discuss aphabet wall 
cards; listento and 
discuss Leo and Wriley 
posters

identify short and long 
vowels; discuss and use 
macrons and breves; 
listenn to a brief history 
of how our alphabet 
came to be

identify vowels both 
uppercase and 
lowercase; discuss sight 
words

identify consonants both 
uppercase and 
lowercase; say the 
sounds for each 
consonant letter

blend vowels and 
consonants to make 
words

BELLWORK NA NA NA NA NA

Learning Activities identify vowels and 
constants using alphabet 
letter cards; listen to a 
story about Leo and 
Wriley; discuss proper 
classroom positions for 
listening and writing

name the 5 vowels; write 
a macron over long 
vowels and a beve over 
short vowels

circle vowels whether 
they are uppercase or 
lowercase; say sight 
words learned in first 
grade

write the consonant for a 
given picture

use sounds of vowels and 
consonants to blend 
together to say words

Key Vocabulary listening position, writing 
position, vowels, 
conssonants 

breve, macron uppercase, lowerecase, 
sight words

consonants blending

Guided/ 
Independent 
Practice

After getting into proper 
writing position, write 
name in proper place on 
paper

WS1 WS2 WS3 WS4

Lesson Closure review review review review review



Assessment- 
Formative 
Summative      /Exit 
Ticket

Point to a vowel or a 
consonant on alphabet 
word cards

 name the 5 vowels and 
their long and short 
sounds

flashcards of sight words match the consonant to 
its picture on web-based 
game

sound out a word given 
by teacher on a flashcard

Key Questions during the lesson
1. What is the proper way to sit when listening and writing?
2. When do we use a breve?
3. When do we use a macron?



Key Questions During Lesson

1. What dies the term rules mean?

2.What does procedure mean? 3.What does safety mean? 4. Give examples of each. 5. What makes a good citizen




